Final Frontier (IRE)

Foaled in Ireland

By DREAM AHEAD (2008). European Champion, Stakes winner of 6 races in 9 starts of $1,261,395 USA in England and France, Darley July Cup [G1], Darley Prix Morny [G1], Qatari Prix de la Foret [G1], Betfred Sprint Cup [G1], Shadwell Middle Park S. [G1]. His first foals are 2-year-olds of 2015. Sire of 202 foals, 14 starters, 4 winners of 4 races and earning $41,764 USA, including Final Frontier (at 2, 2015, $12,702 USA), Dream Dreamer (at 2, 2015, $6,040 USA), Raucous (at 2, 2015, $6,022 USA), Adham (at 2, 2015, $5,298 USA), Edification (placed, at 2, 2015, ). Son of stakes winner Diktat, Hwt. in Europe, England and France, sire of 25 stakes winners, 5 champions, including Totxo (Champion in Spain, $339,254 USA), Mambo King (Champion in Scandinavia, $118,608 USA, Seeland Pokallob, etc.), Puntila Bay (Champion in Spain), Silent Blessing (Champion twice in Hungary, to 7, 2015, ), Safia (Hwt. twice in Qatar), Formal Decree (GER) ($867,394 USA, Dubal Al Rashidiya [G3], etc.).

1st dam

POLLY PERKINS (IRE), by =Pivotal (GB). 3 wins in 5 starts at 2 in ENG, $59,801 (USA), Bonusprint.com National S., Dragon S. Dam of 5 foals, 5 to race, 3 winners--

Lola Beaux (GB) (f. by =Equiano (FR)). Winner at 2 in IRE, $27,947 (USA), 2nd C.L. & M.F. Weld Park S. [G3].

=Marraus (GB) (g. by Duke of Marmalade (IRE)). 3 wins at 3 in ENG, $16,539 (USA).

=Final Frontier (IRE) (c. by Dream Ahead). See below.

=Khateer (GB) (g. by Shamardal). Placed at 3 in ENG.

2nd dam

PROSPERING (GB), by =Prince Sabo (GB). Winner at 3 in ENG, $4,184 (USA). Half-sister to--

POLLY PERKINS (IRE) (f. by =Pivotal (GB)). Black type winner, see above.

=Going Skint (GB) (g. by Elnadim). Winner at 4 in ENG, $9,243 (USA).

=Dontuwishitwereso (GB) (g. by =Kyllachy (GB)). Winner at 3 and 4 in ENG, $7,906 (USA).

=Cesare Borgia (IRE) (c. by Dr Devious (IRE)). Placed at 2 in ENG, $4,258 (USA).

=So Far So Close (GB) (f. by $Royal Applause (GB)). Placed at 3 in ITY.

3rd dam

FLOURISHING (IRE), by =Trojan Fen (GB). Winner at 2 in ENG, $15,783 (USA). Half-sister to--

SHARPSET (GB) (Champion 3-year-old in Belgium, Prix Lunden-G1, etc., sire). ROYAL LOFT (GB) ($33,894 (USA), Oak Tree S., etc.). Dam of 7 winners--

=SKIDMARK (GB) ($45,198 (USA), 3rd Shadwell Stud International Trial S.). Dam of 3 winners--

=POLLY PERKINS (IRE) (f. by =Pivotal (GB)). Black type winner, see above.

=Going Skint (GB) (g. by Elnadim). Winner at 4 in ENG, $9,243 (USA).

=Skidrow (GB) (g. by =Bachir (IRE)). Winner at 2 and 3 in ENG, placed at 6 in KSA, $67,017 (USA).

=Musally (GB) (g. by Muhtarram). 4 wins, 3 to 7 in ENG, $58,278 (USA).

=Kastaway (GB) (f. by $Distant Relative (IRE)). 4 wins at 2 in ENG, $36,753 (USA). Producer.

=Holyman (IRE) (g. by =Pursuit of Love (GB)). 2 wins at 3 in ENG, $21,106 (USA).

=Bonkers (GB) (f. by =Efisio (GB)). 3 wins at 2 and 3 in ENG and BEL. Producer.

=Abundance (GB) (f. by =Cadeaux Genereux (GB)). Placed at 3 in ENG. Producer.

4th dam

WELL OFF (GB), by =Welsh Pageant (FR). Unplaced in ENG. Half-sister to DOC MARTEN (GB) ($59,697 (USA), SAS First Business Class Open Sprint Championship-G1, etc., sire). Aston Hall (2nd Hong Kong Derby). Dam of 9 winners, including--

SHARPSET (GB) (c. by Sharpen Up (GB)). 8 wins, 2 to 6 in BEL, placed at 4 and 5 in FR and HOL, Champion 3-year-old in Belgium, Prix Lunden-G1, Les Guinees-G2, Prix Espoir-G3, 2nd Prix de Sa Majeste le Roi-G2, Prix Pierre Beauduin, Prix Duc d'Ursel, Grote Prijs der Nederlanden, 3rd Grand Prix Prince Rose-G1, etc. Sire.

ROYAL LOFT (GB) (f. by =Homing (GB)). Winner at 2 and 3 in ENG, placed at 3 in IRE, $33,894.
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(USA), Oak Tree S., 4th Trusthouse Forte Hungerford S. [G3], Brownstown Matron S. [G3].
=Flourishing (IRE) (f. by =Trojan Fen (GB)). See above.
=Hens Grove (GB) (f. by Alias Smith). Winner at 3 in BEL.
=Distant Lover (GB) (f. by $Distant Relative (IRE)). Winner at 2 and 3 in IRE and NOR, $15,674 (USA), 2nd Turf Club Officials Goal Debutante S., 3rd C. L. Weld Park S. [G3].
=Miss Moneybags (f. by Dominion (GB)). Winner at 3 in FR, $15,302 (USA).
=Sharper Still (GB) (f. by Sharpen Up (GB)). Unraced.

JIMMY BARNIE (GB) (c. by Local Suitor). 3 wins at 2 in ENG and GER, placed at 4 in NA, $130,879 (USA), Hwt. at 2 on German Free Hand., Moet & Chandon Rennen [G2], 2nd Forte Hungerford S. [G3], Daily Mail Leisure S. Sire.

RACE RECORD for =Final Frontier (IRE): In Ireland. At 2, 2015, one win in 1 start. Earned 11,375 Euro ($12,702 USA).